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X-ray diffraction and NMR are the most frequently used
techniques for DNA structure determination. X-ray fiber diffraction
first revealed the gross features (such as pitch, step height, and
helix radius) of DNA in the 1950s1 and is used for DNA that cannot
be crystallized. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction provides most
accurate and detailed structure and has dramatically increased the
knowledge of DNA structures since the late 1970s.2 However, DNA
crystal structures may or may not fairly represent the solution
structure because they are subject to crystal packing forces that
can have a big impact on both local and global structures.3,4 NMR
has achieved great success in solving solution-state atomic structures
for proteins and nucleic acids in the past 20 years.5 Nuclear
Overhauser enhancement (NOE) measurements are the most basic
source for 3-D NMR structure determination, generating a large
number of internuclear distance constraints, typically within 5 Å.
Recently, new NMR techniques, such as residual dipolar coupling6,7

and chemical shift anisotropy,8,9 were developed to provide more
and longer distance and orientation constraints. Such advances have
already made NMR a relatively robust technique for protein
structure determination. However, the relatively low density of
protons and short contact distances measured make accurate global
DNA structure determination by NMR a challenge and significantly
dependent on the choice of mean-force interaction potentials in
configurational refinement.4,10 Therefore, a need exists for a
complementary solution structure characterization technique capable
of evaluating the accuracy of NMR conformational models and
methods that led to them.

Herein, we report on synchrotron-based high-angle X-ray solution
scattering measured to 2 Å resolution for two synthetic DNA
sequences for which there are numerous conflicting X-ray crystal
and solution NMR models. Our results demonstrate that high-angle
X-ray scattering is capable of discriminating between each of the
models through measurement of composite structural parameters
for solution-state DNA and provides a direct, independent method
for testing structural models and measuring solution-state configu-
rational dispersions.

For monodispersed macromolecules in solution, scattering can
be understood to arise from atomic coordinate-based, orientationally
averaged molecular diffraction. Small-angle X-ray scattering reflects
the overall macromolecular size and shape,11,12while at high angle
an interference pattern (molecular diffraction) is measured that arises
from spatially resolved atomic-pair correlations. High-angle solution
X-ray diffraction combined with coordinate-based model analyses
has been demonstrated to provide a unique measure of supramo-
lecular conformation and configurational dispersion in liquids.13-15

A brief description of solution X-ray diffraction simulation is
provided in Supporting Information (SI). Because of its repetitive
structure, DNA shows a highly structured interference pattern whose
peaks correspond to those measured in DNA fiber diffraction.1

Simulations indicate that the interference pattern in theq range
0.2-1.7 Å-1 is dominated by sugar and phosphate backbone

moieties. However, the last major peak (Plm) with q ≈ 1.7-2.1
Å-1 can be shown to arise nearly exclusively from the base pair
stacking rise (Figure S1). Figure 1 shows the correlation between
Plm and the magnitude of the base rise modeled for otherwise
canonical B-form d(A)10-d(T)10. Plm shifts to lowq while increas-
ing the base rise.

The self-complementary sequence d(CGCGAATTCGCG)2 (dna1)
is known as Drew-Dickerson DNA, which was the first B-form
DNA solved by crystallography and has been most intensively
investigated using crystallography and NMR. The experimental data
for dna1 and the calculated X-ray interference patterns for crystal
(Protein DataBank ID:1BNA16 and355D17) and NMR (171D,18

1DUF,10 1GIP,4 and 1NAJ9) models are displayed in Figure 2.
The experimental interference pattern shows a series of configu-
rationally broadened peaks that can be correlated with interference
patterns calculated from model structures. The NMR structure1GIP

Figure 1. Simulations on solution X-ray scattering using eq S1 (SI) for
d(A)10-d(T)10 with various base rise otherwise in canonical B-form (a)
and relationship between the peak position ofPlm and base rise (b).
Scattering angleq ) 4π sin θ/λ.

Figure 2. Experimental solution interference pattern (dna1_expt) for dna1
and calculated patterns for its crystal (1BNA and355D) and NMR (1GIP,
1DUF, 1NAJ, and171D) models using eq S1.∼1 mM dna1 in tris-buffer
(pH ) 7.0), 0.10 M NaCl.I(q) in logarithm scale, and curves are raised to
avoid overlapping otherwise with sameI(0).
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was found to have the best peak match with experimental data,
having a deviation no greater than 0.01 Å-1 for each major peak.
For crystal structure1BNA, both the first and last major peaks (at
0.4 and 1.8 Å-1, respectively) of calculated interference pattern
are shifted by 0.04 Å-1 to higher angles, the former due to different
backbone geometry and the latter due to the slightly shorter base
rise in crystalline compared to solution forms. Similarly,Plm of
the calculated pattern for355D has a further shift of 0.04 Å-1,
indicating an even shorter base rise in this crystal. Among the NMR
models,1DUF, 1NAJ, and1GIP match experimental data better
than 171D as judged by the peak positions and shapes of the
calculated patterns. In the latter model, interatomic distances were
mostly determined by NOE measurements. Extra internuclear
distance and orientation restraints were employed in the former three
models, which came from residual dipolar coupling and dramatically
improved the quality of NMR structures. In model1NAJ, more
restraints, i.e.,31P-1H dipolar coupling and31P chemical shift
anisotropy, were employed than in1DUF. However, both of them
miss the first peak and significantly shiftPlm compared to the
experimental data.1NAJ has limited improvement for peaks in the
q range of 1.0-1.6 Å-1, but is a worst match forPlm. Kuszewski
et al.4 used the same NMR data as1DUF but a different base-
base potential interaction taken from high-resolution crystal struc-
tures. The resulting best match model1GIP demonstrates that the
description of nonbonded contacts has a large impact on the
accuracy of local and global NMR structures.

Figure 3 shows the interference pattern measured for a shorter
self-complementary sequence, d(CGCTAGCG)2 (dna2) and cal-
culated patterns for four structural models for this or similar
sequences. The experimental peak positions measured fordna2
show that this sequence, likedna1, adopts a conformation in
solution resembling that of B-form calf thymus DNA (Figure S3),
although additional configurational broadening effects15 are also
evident for the shorterdna2 sequence.250D19 and 1G7Z20 are
crystal and NMR models fordna2, respectively, while1G8020 is
an NMR structure for a similar sequence d(GCGTACGC)2 and
1DCV21 is a crystal structure with one extra base pair at each end,
otherwise identical todna2. Only thedna2part in1DCV was used
for calculation in Figure 3. Closely analogous interference patterns
were calculated for crystal models250Dand1DCV. Except for a
shift in the first diffraction peak and significant configurational
broadening in the experimental data, the peak position and pattern
matches of the crystal models todna2 experimental data identify
these as excellent models for equilibrium solution-statedna2. The
shift of the first peak may reflect a small conformational deviation
for dna2 between crystalline and solution states. Interference
patterns for NMR models1G7Z and1G80are similar but deviate

significantly from those of crystal models and data. The absence
of the first peak in calculated patterns fordna2 NMR models is
due to the large helical radius (∼1 Å larger than that of crystal
models, Figure S2), which causes this peak to be lost in base-pair
scattering.Plm for the dna2 NMR models are shifted by 0.2 Å-1

to higher angle compared to experimental data and crystal models,
corresponding to a 0.4 Å shorter base rise. As discussed above,
the mismatches of the NMR models can arise from a combination
of inaccurate measurements of internuclear distances and orienta-
tions or improper treatment of nonbonded contacts. Crystallographic
models were found to provide a good match to solution X-ray
diffraction data fordna2 but notdna1.

In summary, we have demonstrated that the composite structural
parameters determined by solution X-ray diffraction provide a direct
measure of DNA solution-state conformation capable of discrimi-
nating between differing NMR and crystallographic models. The
solution diffraction method provides a complementary approach
for evaluating accuracies of NMR refinement procedures, for confi-
gurational analyses of DNA sequences and other macromolecular
assemblies not amenable for crystallographic or NMR structure
determination, and for 100-ps time-resolved structural studies.
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Figure 3. Experimental solution interference pattern (dna2_expt) for dna2
and calculated patterns for its NMR (1G80, 1G7Z) and crystal (250D,
1DCV) models. Same experimental conditions asdna1.
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